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Former Council Speaker Christine Quinn
back at City Hall, stumping for Gov. Cuomo
BY JENNIFER FERMINO
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Gov. Cuomo's Women's Equality
Party rallied today at City Hall to
tout its massive signaturegathering effort ahead of
November's election, but it was
one woman who ended up
stealing the show.
Former City Council Speaker
Christine Quinn, in her first visit
to City Hall since leaving office
last year, made a surprise
appearance at the rally, where
she had a starring role as MC.
Quinn, wearing a stylish new
cropped hairdo, her trademark
brightly colored toe nail polish
and an 'I Heart Pro-Choice New
York" sticker, said she was
"thrilled" to be working with the
newly formed group.
"I really couldn't be having more
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Former City Council Speaker Christine Quinn rallies on Tuesday
at City Hall

fun that I am with the Women's
Equality [Party]," she said.
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The women's issues centric
party, which Cuomo formed to

push for abortion law changes opposed by Albany Republicans, gathered over 100,000 signatures to
be on the ballot. Only 15,000 signatures were needed.
"If that's not a statement of where this state is going, I don't know what is," said former US
Congresswoman Kathy Hochul, Cuomo's 2014 running mate, who was also at the rally.
Despite being out of the spotlight since leaving office, Quinn seemed comfortable in her role as the
rally's central speaker.
She introduced the other speakers with ease, joked about the heat, and even threw in some pot shots
at Tim Wu, the Lt. Governor candidate running against Hochul.
THE DAILY POLITICS / ARCHIVE
When a reporter asked Hochul - who Cuomo has tasked with leading the Women's party - about a Wu
campaign statement that she voted to eliminate funding for breast and cervical cancer screenings
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while in Congress, Quinn leapt to her defense.
"Let's be clear. That's the very same Tim Wu who called the [women's] suffrage movement a 'little
issue,'" Quinn said. "So I don't have any regard for what Wu has to say about what Kathy Hochul has
done for women."
She was referring to an interview in which Wu, who coined the term "net neutrality," compared the
struggle for an open Internet to the early women's rights movement.
“Net neutrality is like’s women’s suffrage in the teens or ’20s. It’s its own little issue. In the ’20s, most
people didn’t care about women’s issues, except for women’s groups. That’s what it’s like with net
neutrality," he told the Daily Beast.
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Quinn also said that Wu should apologize "to the legacy of Susan B. Anthony" for his comments.
Reached for comment, Wu called Quinn "intellectually dishonest."
"When I compared the issue of net neutrality to women's suffrage, I was saying the issue started, like
women's suffrage, with a small number of passionate advocates and then grew to become something
amazing," he said.
At the rally, Hochel didn't address her voting record directly, but responded by saying that sometimes
U.S. House Republicans engaged in "set up" votes in Congress that forced her hand.
"I am so glad to be out of that crazy institution," she said.
But despite going on the attack for Hochul, Quinn was reluctant to take any shots at her 2013 rival,
Mayor de Blasio.
Asked what she thought about his refusal to reimburse the city for personal expenses incurred by his
security detail on out-of-town trips, Quinn declined comment.
She did confirm that when she was speaker, she reimbursed the city for any personal expenses
racked up by her detail on personal matters.
"We had a calculation, a form we used," said Quinn.
At one point, de Blasio walked by the rally, which was outside on the City Hall steps, with his staffers.
Neither appeared to notice the other.
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Given what a significant liability Christine Quinn is, why would Cuomo put her on his campaign team?
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That's the kiss of death. Cuomo must want to lose.
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